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In many markets consumers incur search costs, and firms choose a long-run pricing strategy that determines
how they respond to market conditions. A pricing strategy may involve commitments to take actions that do

not optimize short-term revenue given the information the firm learns about demand. For example, as already
suggested in the literature, the firm could commit to a single price no matter whether demand is strong or weak.
We introduce a new strategy—charge a “high” price only if demand is indeed “high,” otherwise offer a discount.
This strategy discounts more frequently than would maximize revenue conditional on demand. Nevertheless,
the frequent discounts attract consumers. We show that (i) the discount-frequently strategy is optimal (whether
capacity is adjustable or not), (ii) discount-frequently is often much better than other pricing strategies, especially
if no price commitment is made, and (iii) “overbuying” capacity (e.g., inventory) to attract consumers (by
signaling availability and the likelihood of discounts) is a poor strategy. Contrary to some recommendations in
the literature to limit markdowns and to purchase ample capacity, our results provide support for a strategy
that embraces frequent discounts and moderate capacity.
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1. Introduction
In many markets consumers incur costs to search/
visit a firm, so they search only if it is worth the
effort. In particular, consumers care about (1) what
price they pay and (2) do they get a unit. A great price
does no good for an item that is out of stock or a ser-
vice that cannot be offered (e.g., no appointments or
seats available). And availability is not useful if the
price is too high. So in these environments the firm
needs to attract consumers with a good deal (price
and availability). The firm can do this with two levers:
a pricing strategy and a capacity choice.

A pricing strategy communicates to consumers how
the firm behaves. It often involves commitments to
act in certain ways that incur some cost to the firm in
the short term. For example, a firm often has better
information about overall demand for a specific prod-
uct or service than consumers do. A clothing retailer
may know that a dress is more popular than usual,
or a movie theater may learn that the latest movie is
not pulling in audiences as was expected. The dress
retailer may be tempted to raise its price (or not dis-
count it), knowing that it can sell all dresses even at
a higher price. The theater may be tempted to drop
its price in an effort to attract bargain hunters. In

either case, failing to make the price adjustment in
response to the firm’s updated information is costly in
the short term because changing the price can increase
revenue conditional on what the firm knows, as has
been shown in many settings with nonstrategic con-
sumers (i.e., consumers whose search decisions do not
depend on the firm’s pricing or capacity choices); e.g.,
Gallego and van Ryzin (1994), Talluri and van Ryzin
(2004), Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003).

This paper studies a model with two time hori-
zons. In the long term the firm, armed with an
uncertain demand forecast, chooses a pricing strat-
egy and possibly a capacity. In the short term the
firm learns useful information about demand and
then chooses a price that is consistent with the
adopted pricing strategy. We consider three strategies.
With the no-commitment strategy, the firm charges a
price that maximizes revenue conditional on observed
demand—if demand is “high,” the firm charges a
high list price, leaving consumers with no residual
value, whereas if demand is “low,” the firm charges a
discounted price to ensure that all inventory is sold.
With a static-pricing strategy, the firm commits to a
single price no matter what it learns about demand.
Although a static-pricing strategy does not allow a
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firm to exploit new information, it has been found
that committing to a fixed price (or set of prices) can
help to reduce the propensity of consumers to strate-
gically wait for discounts (e.g., Besanko and Winston
1990, Aviv and Pazgal 2008).

We introduce a third strategy, called discount fre-
quently, in which the firm charges either the high (not
discounted) list price or a discounted price, just as in
the no-commitment strategy. The commitment with
this policy is with the frequency the firm chooses to
discount—in some cases, the firm discounts off the
list price even if it is not in the interest of the firm
to discount conditional on what it observes about
demand. With the discount-frequently strategy, a con-
sumer knows that sometimes she does not get a good
deal (the price is high), but the firm nevertheless
offers a discount often enough to justify the effort
to visit the firm. For example, given demand, the
firm may be indifferent between selling a portion of
its capacity at the high price or discounting to sell
all of its capacity. In those cases, the firm chooses
to discount—it loses nothing but makes customers
happier. It also chooses to discount in some cases in
which it prefers the higher price. Although this is
costly (again, conditional on demand), this commit-
ment attracts more consumers to the firm, which is
clearly beneficial.

For a fixed capacity, we find that (i) the static-
pricing strategy can perform well, and in many cases
much better than the no-commitment strategy, (ii) but
the discount-frequently strategy is optimal among all
possible strategies. Thus, the best strategy is to charge
both high and low prices but also to avoid the temp-
tation to maximize the short term (by not offering a
discount often enough) at the expense of long-term
profitability. Interestingly, given the same potential
demand and the same capacity, a firm implement-
ing the no-commitment strategy discounts with the
same actual frequency as the firm that implements
the discount-frequently strategy. The difference is that
the discount-frequently firm attracts a higher frac-
tion of potential demand, which makes the discount-
frequently strategy more profitable. A naive manager
may conclude that a discount-frequently firm is dis-
counting too frequently given the demand it receives,
not recognizing that the firm receives that demand
precisely because it maintains the same frequency
of discounting as the no-commitment firm. How-
ever, this can be a costly conclusion—we find that
the short-term profit gain from avoiding discounts is
generally considerably less than the loss in long-run
profit if the firm loses its reputation for discounting
frequently.

If the firm can choose its capacity, then it can
also use capacity as a “carrot” to attract consumers.
Dana and Petruzzi (2001) show that if consumers

care about availability—they do not like incurring the
cost to search the firm only to learn that they cannot
purchase the good or service—then the firm should
invest in more capacity than it would if consumers
were nonstrategic. (Gaur and Park 2007 find an anal-
ogous result in a model with consumer learning and
multiple firms.) The additional capacity is meant to
reassure consumers that the product will be available
for them so they become more likely to search the
firm—the firm cannot sell to a customer that does not
visit. Similarly, adding capacity increases the likeli-
hood that a clearance sale is justified, thereby excit-
ing consumers with the greater prospect of a good
deal. However, Dana and Petruzzi (2001) did not con-
sider the possibility that the firm could choose its
pricing strategy, in particular the frequency of clear-
ance sales to help draw consumers. We find that it
is ineffective to only use excess capacity to attract
consumers. For example, the firm that is unable or
unwilling to make price commitments to attract con-
sumers purchases much more capacity and earns sub-
stantially lower profit than the firm that makes price
commitments. As with a fixed capacity, the discount-
frequently strategy is optimal. In fact, when capacity
is expensive, discount frequently is the only strategy
that makes a positive profit.

2. Related Literature
We are not the first to study price commitments even
though we introduce a novel type of price commit-
ment. A number of authors consider models in which
consumers decide whether to purchase at the current
price or to wait to purchase at a future price (e.g.,
Besanko and Winston 1990; Feng and Gallego 1995;
Aviv and Pazgal 2008; Liu and van Ryzin 2008; Su and
Zhang 2009; Cachon and Swinney 2009, 2011; Swin-
ney 2011, 2012; Ovchinnikov and Milner 2012; Özer
and Zheng 2015; Whang 2015). To combat this strate-
gic behavior, it has been suggested that a firm com-
mit to restrict discounts. This commitment is costly
because it limits the firm’s ability to react to updated
demand information. However, a price commitment
can detract consumers from strategically waiting for a
discount. In our model consumers are offered a single
price, so they do not consider whether to “buy now
or wait for the discount.” Hence, our motivation for
price commitments is exclusively to attract consumers
rather than to prevent strategic waiting.

A critical feature of our model is that consumers
incur search costs—consumers choose to visit the firm
only if they anticipate that the reward for doing so
(i.e., purchasing a product at a good price) justifies the
effort. Others have incorporated similar search costs,
generally in a single-firm setting: Baye and Morgan
(2001), Dana and Petruzzi (2001), Çil and Lariviere
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(2013), Alexandrov and Lariviere (2012), and Su and
Zhang (2009). Dana and Petruzzi (2001) have fixed
prices and focus instead on how search costs influ-
ence the firm’s capacity choice. Baye and Morgan
(2001) study a marketplace for price information for
which customers may pay to subscribe or, alterna-
tively, incur search costs to learn the price set by
their local firm only. Çil and Lariviere (2013) study
the allocation of capacity across two market segments,
and Alexandrov and Lariviere (2012) study why firms
may offer reservations. Prices are exogenously fixed
in both of those papers. Su and Zhang (2009) focus on
capacity commitments and availability guarantees.

Pricing and availability are considered in a num-
ber of papers that model competition across two or
more firms, e.g., Deneckere and Peck (1995), Bernstein
and Fedegruen (2004), Cachon and Harker (2002),
Gaur and Park (2007), and Allon and Fedegruen
(2007). These models assume firms choose a price
without the benefit of updated demand information.
Several papers empirically document that consumers
do value higher availability, e.g., Masta (2011) and
Cachon et al. (2013).

Other papers that compare different pricing
schemes when consumers are strategic include sin-
gle versus priority pricing (Harris and Raviv 1981),
subscription versus per-use pricing (Barro and Romer
1987, Cachon and Feldman 2011), and markdown
regimes with and without reservations (Elmaghraby
et al. 2009). In all of these papers the firm selects
its pricing strategy before learning some updated
demand information, whereas in our study we allow
the firm to choose a price after potential demand is
observed. Thus, consumers in our model are not sure
what is the firm’s price or the product’s availability
before they choose whether to search the firm.

3. Model Description
A single firm with k units of capacity sells to two
types of consumers, high types and low types, all of
whom require one unit of capacity to be served and
are indistinguishable to the firm. There is a poten-
tial number of X high-value consumers, where X is
a nonnegative random variable that is drawn from
a cumulative distribution function F 4 · 5, probability
density function f 4 · 51 and mean �= Ɛ6X7. Let F̄ 4 · 5=

1− F 4 · 5. The high-value consumers have zero “mass”
as each is unable to have any influence on the mar-
ket individually. They have value vh for the firm’s
service. As in Dana and Petruzzi (2001) (and other
papers), high-value consumers must incur a positive
cost, c < vh, to search the firm to purchase the good
or service. These search costs include the time and
effort to physically travel to the firm and the men-
tal effort associated with a purchasing decision. They

Table 1 Summary of Consumer Types

Segment Number Value Search cost

High type X ∼ F 4 · 5 vh c

Low type � vl 0

receive zero value if they choose not to search. They
can implement mixed strategies: let � ∈ 60117 be the
probability that a high-type consumer searches the
firm. Mixed strategies have also been used to describe
consumer behavior in the context of joining a service,
modeled as a queue (e.g., Edelson and Hildebrand
1975, Lariviere and van Mieghem 2004), paying to
have access to a list of prices from multiple firms (e.g.,
Baye and Morgan 2001), and whether to visit a restau-
rant (e.g., Çil and Lariviere 2013).

There is an ample number of low-value consumers,
and each has vl value for the firm’s service. These con-
sumers have zero (or low) search costs. We assume
that vl < vh − c: a high-type consumer who visits the
firm generates more value than a low type (net of
search cost). If vl > vh − c, then the firm prefers sell-
ing exclusively to low-type consumers, which is not
interesting. Table 1 summarizes the consumer types.

The firm seeks to maximize revenue and consumers
seek to maximize their net value, the value of the ser-
vice minus search costs and the price paid to the firm.

Events can be divided into two periods. In the
first, or “long-term,” period the firm chooses a pric-
ing strategy. The strategy determines how the firm
behaves in the second, or “short term” period. All
consumers observe the firm’s pricing strategy. At the
start of the second period the number of high-type
consumers, X, is realized. The firm observes X but
consumers do not. Next, the firm chooses a price, p,
and at the same time the high-type consumers choose
to search the firm or not (i.e., they select �). At the end
of the short-term period consumers who visit the firm
purchase an item, if available. If there are more than
k high-type consumers who want to purchase, the
k units are randomly rationed among them (our allo-
cation rule). While we model the “short-term” period
as a single period, results are equivalent to a model
that has one “long-term” period followed by multi-
ple but independent “short-term” periods (hence the
names).

We consider three pricing strategies. With the first,
called “no commitment,” the firm chooses a price in
the short-term period that maximizes revenue condi-
tional on observed demand, X, capacity, k, and the
firm’s expectation of consumer behavior. There is no
commitment with this strategy because the firm is
maximizing its short-term revenue conditional on all
the information it knows. The second pricing strat-
egy is called “static pricing” because in the long-term
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period the firm commits to charge a single price, ps ,
in the short-term period. This requires a commitment
because ps may not be the price that maximizes the
firm’s revenue in the short-term period. However, by
committing to ps < vh, the firm potentially increases
the return a high type receives from search, thereby
increasing the number of high-type consumers who
search. Finally, we consider a “discount-frequently”
strategy in which the firm chooses the same prices as
in the no-commitment strategy (vl or vh), but chooses
the discount price with a higher likelihood (i.e., more
frequently) than with the no-commitment strategy.
Hence, the firm sometimes does not maximize rev-
enue in the short-term period conditional on its infor-
mation, but this commitment also encourages high
types to search the firm because they expect to receive
the discounted price with a higher probability.

There are additional pricing strategies beyond the
three we consider. For example, instead of commit-
ting to the frequency of the two focal prices (vl or vh),
the firm could commit to always offer a discount by
either choosing to maximize short-term revenue with
an intermediate price vm, vl <vm <vh, or the deep dis-
count, vl. (If vm = vh, then this is the no-commitment
strategy. If vm = ps , then this strategy dominates static
pricing.) Using the set of scenarios described in our
numerical study (§§5 and 6), we find this “discount
always” strategy is reasonably effective when capacity
is fixed (it achieves on average 96.9% of the revenue
earned with discount frequently), but less effective
when capacity can be chosen (it earns on average
only 79% of the profit earned by discount frequently).
(A complete analysis of the discount-always policy is
available from the authors.)

There are several important features of our model,
which we discuss next.

The firm is able to commit to a pricing strategy. Like
Aviv and Pazgal (2008), Liu and van Ryzin (2008),
Elmaghraby et al. (2008), Yin et al. (2009), Liu and
Shum (2013), and Whang (2015), (i) we allow the firm
to commit to a pricing strategy that is not always
sub-game perfect, and (ii) we presume these commit-
ments are credible. Credibility is generally achieved
through repeated interaction (e.g., Fudenberg and
Levine 1989). Although we consider a model with
only one short-term period, we have in mind a situa-
tion in which the firm interacts with consumers over
multiple short-term periods (e.g., multiple months
or quarters). Consequently, the firm is able to estab-
lish a long-run reputation for how it conducts busi-
ness. For example, in January 2012, JC Penney, a
large U.S. department store chain, announced a new,
simplified pricing strategy that involved far fewer
discounts. However, by the spring of 2013, the com-
pany decided that the strategy did not work, and they
returned to a more aggressive use of price promotions

(Clifford and Rampell 2013). Thus, a firm commits to
a pricing strategy through advertising and subsequent
behavior—consumers who visited JC Penney after the
announcement indeed noticed that they were not pro-
moting as frequently.

Consumers must incur a search cost before observ-
ing availability and price. Search costs associated with
product availability are likely to be inconsequential
only if a consumer knows exactly which item they
want (at the brand/model level) and they have the
ability to find availability information quickly and
accurately. Those conditions are likely to apply only
in specialized situations. It is more common that con-
sumers might not know exactly the item they want,
or shop at retailers that are unable to easily provide
accurate availability information. A department store,
such as JC Penney, fits this description—a consumer
might know that they want to purchase a blender
from their housewares department, but they do not
know the exact brand and model, and even if they
did, the website (assuming they have easy Internet
access) may not provide timely and accurate inven-
tory information for their local store. (See DeHoratius
and Raman 2008 for evidence that firms struggle to
maintain accurate inventory records, even for their
own internal use.) It is also likely that consumers
incur significant search costs for price. Again, for the
search cost to be inconsequential, the consumer must
know the precise item they intend to purchase, which
does not always apply. But even if that is known,
search costs can remain. For example, a search on a
retailer’s website may provide the price of an item
at one store near the consumer, but retailers do not
always charge the same price across all stores. To
find the full list of prices in the nearby stores may
require calling the individual stores, which is clearly
time consuming (i.e., a costly activity). Finally, Hann
and Terwiesch (2003) discover that consumers act as if
price search is costly even when intuition suggests it
should not be, possibly because of cognitive effort or
limitations (e.g., Miller 1956, Roberts and Lattin 1997,
Kuksov and Villas-Boas 2010). In sum, it is likely that
in many markets consumers behave as if searching
for price and availability is consequential (i.e., costly).

Low types have no search costs. In contrast to the high
types that are limited in number and incur search
costs, low types are ample and search is inconsequen-
tial to them. One interpretation is that the low-type
consumers are bargain hunters who visit the store
without the intention to purchase in the category of
interest but nevertheless are willing to make a pur-
chase if they notice a very good deal (e.g., the price is
no more than vl). Alternatively, even if low-type con-
sumers have a search cost, the qualitative results of
the model remain. To explain, as long as their search
costs are sufficiently low, a certain fraction of them
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will be willing to visit the store (like the high types,
they would make a trade-off between the cost of visit-
ing and the potential value of visiting). Thus, the firm
would continue to make the trade-off between pric-
ing “high” to sell only to the high types and pricing
“low” to sell to both types. The firm might not always
be able to clear remaining inventory with the “low”
price, but the firm could still generate a considerable
sales boost by discounting its price.

The firm observes demand before selecting its price. The
firm may use early season sales to quickly determine
if the product has excess demand or not (e.g., Raman
and Fisher 1996, Iyer and Bergen 1997, Caro and
Gallien 2012). The firm uses this information when it
chooses its price, constrained by its pricing strategy
(and capacity) commitments. Although we assume
the firm observes a perfect signal of demand, we sus-
pect our qualitative results continue to hold (though
the analysis becomes more cumbersome) if the firm
is imperfectly informed but remains better informed
than consumers—when the firm has more informa-
tion than consumers, consumers know that the firm
may be tempted to use that information to increase
its revenue, and, thus, price commitments can still be
used to attract more demand.

High types receive priority in the allocation rule. This
allocation rule is most favorable to the firm because
it encourages high-type consumers to visit the firm
(they know that they have priority). (Su and Zhang
2008 and Tereyagoglu and Veeraraghavan 2012 also
adopt this allocation rule.) Alternatively, as in Cachon
and Swinney (2009), high-type and bargain hunting
consumers could form a queue in which every 1/�
customer is a high type until there are no more high
types, where � ∈ 601170 If � = 1, high types are given
full priority, which is the allocation rule we consider.
As � decreases, high types are more likely to be
rationed. Nevertheless, all our results apply even if
the high-type consumers are not given full priority.
(Details are available from the authors.)

4. Analysis
This section analyzes the three pricing strategies
already discussed: no commitment, static pricing, and
discount frequently.

4.1. No-Commitment Pricing
Under the no-commitment strategy, the firm chooses
either vh or vl. Given 8vl1vh9, the firm can price
at p = vl and earn revenue vlk. Alternatively, it can
price at p = vh and earn revenue vh min8�x1k9. Con-
sequently, the firm chooses p = vl when

x ≤
vl

vh

k

�
1 (1)

which occurs with probability F 4vlk/4vh�55 and
chooses p = vh otherwise.

The high-type consumers only earn positive utility
if the price is vl and they are able to obtain the unit. In
all other cases, consumers get zero surplus. Thus, to
find the high-type consumer surplus from visiting the
firm, let � be the high-type consumer’s expectation
for the probability that the firm charges vl and he is
able to get a unit. A high-type consumer is indifferent
between searching the firm or not if

�4vh − vl5= c0 (2)

In equilibrium, the belief about the probability � must
be consistent with the actual probability. Given the
rationing rule, because vl is charged only when �x ≤

4vl/vh5k < k (from (1)), high-type consumers are guar-
anteed to get the unit when the price is vl—the firm
discounts the product only when demand is suffi-
ciently low, which means that a unit is available for
everyone. They may not be able to get a unit if the
price is vh, but in this case, their surplus is zero
either way. Thus, high-type consumers do not face
a rationing risk if their utility from getting a unit is
positive.

From (1), the high-type consumer knows that the
firm charges a low price when demand is sufficiently
low. From the perspective of a consumer, the prob-
ability density function of x is f̃ 4x5 = xf 4x5/�. (See
Deneckere and Peck 1995 for a detailed derivation
of the demand density conditional on a consumer’s
presence in the market, f̃ 4x5.) Therefore, this con-
sumer anticipates that the price is vl with probability

� =

∫ 4vl/vh54k/�5

0
f̃ 4x5 dx =

∫ 4vl/vh54k/�5

0 xf 4x5dx

�
0 (3)

Given vl < vh − c, there exists some � that satisfies
(3). A symmetric equilibrium strategy for high-type
consumers is a � ∈ 60117 such that � is optimal for
each customer given that all other consumers choose
� as their strategy.

Let �0 be the fraction of consumers who visit the
firm in equilibrium under the no-commitment pol-
icy. The following lemma characterizes �00 (Proofs
are provided in the online supplement, available as
supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/
msom.2015.0527.)

Lemma 1. With the no-commitment pricing strategy,
the fraction of high-type consumers who visit the firm in
equilibrium, �0, is unique. Furthermore, �0 = 1 if

∫ 4vl/vh5k

0
xf 4x5dx ≥

�c

vh − vl

3

otherwise, �0 is implicitly defined by

4vh − vl5
∫ 4vl/vh54k/�05

0
xf 4x5dx =�c0 (4)
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The firm’s revenue under no-commitment, R04�05,
is

R04�05 = F

(

vl

vh

k

�o

)

vlk+ vh�0

∫ k/�o

4vl/vh54k/�o5
xf 4x5dx

+ F̄

(

k

�o

)

vhk

= vlk+ vh�0

(

S

(

k

�o

)

− S

(

vl

vh

k

�o

))

0 (5)

4.2. Static Pricing
With a static-pricing strategy, the firm commits to
a single price, p, before observing demand, so con-
sumers know that the price will indeed be p before
deciding whether or not to search the firm. All high-
value consumers who search the firm receive a net
value equal to vh − p − c if they obtain a unit, and if
they do not obtain a unit, their net value is −c. A cus-
tomer searches the firm if net utility is not negative,
i.e., if

�4vh − p5≥ c1 (6)

where � is the customer’s expectation for the prob-
ability of getting a unit conditional on searching the
firm. The underlying potential demand distribution,
X, the high-value customers’ strategy, �, and the
rationing rule used to allocate scarce capacity deter-
mine �. All else being equal, as � increases, more
high-type customers search the firm, thereby reducing
the chance that any one of them gets a unit. Conse-
quently, the probability she gets a unit is

� =

∫ �

0

min8�x1k9
�x

f̃ 4x5dx =

∫ �

0

min8�x1k9
�x

xf 4x5

�
dx

=
S�x4k5

��
=

∫ �

0

min8x1k/�9
�

f 4x5dx =
S4k/�5

�
1 (7)

where SD4q5 = ƐD6min8D1q97 is the sales function
given demand D and S4 · 5 is shorthand for SX4 · 5.
(Note, S�X4k5 = �S4k/�5.) Given a static price, p, a
symmetric equilibrium strategy for high-type con-
sumers is a �4p5 ∈ 60117 such that �4p5 is optimal for
each consumer given that all other consumers choose
�4p5 as their strategy. If p is low enough, there is an
equilibrium in which all high-type consumers visit the
firm, i.e., �4p5= 1. From (6) and (7), that occurs if

S4k5

�
4vh − p5≥ c

or
p ≤ vh −

�c

S4k5
≡ p̄0

If p > p̄, the unique symmetric equilibrium has
�4p5 < 1, where �4p5 is the unique solution to

S

(

k

�4p5

)

=
�c

vh − p
0 (8)

Using (8), the firm’s revenue function can be written
as a function of � alone. Define Rh

s 4�5 as the firm’s
revenue function from only high-type consumers:

Rh
s 4�5 = S�X4k5

(

vh −
�c

S4k/�5

)

= �S

(

k

�

)

vh −��c0 (9)

The next lemma finds the equilibrium fraction
of high-type consumers who search the firm under
static-pricing, �s .

Lemma 2. Define k̃ implicitly as

vh

∫ k̃

0
xf 4x5dx =�c0

With static pricing, the firm’s revenue function from
high-type consumers, Rh

s 4�4p55, is concave. Let �s =

arg maxRh
s 4�5. The price charged to the high types is phs .

If k ≥ k̃, then �s = 1 and phs = p̄. Otherwise, �s = k/k̃ and

phs = vh −
�c

S4k̃5
0

Instead of choosing phs and selling only to high-type
consumers, the firm also has the option to choose ps =

vl, in which case the firm sells all its capacity and
its revenue is psk. Finally, the firm chooses the static
price, ps ∈ 8phs 1vl9 to maximize revenues. When �s < 1,
Rh

s 4�s5= kvhF̄ 4k̃5. Thus, under static pricing, the opti-
mal price is ps = phs when vhF̄ 4k/�s5 ≥ vl, otherwise
ps = vl.

4.3. Discount Frequently
Static pricing commits to charge some price that is
suboptimal once demand is observed. Although it is
costly, it may be done to increase demand from high-
type consumers—they do not visit if the expectation
of what they can receive is too low. However, there
is another way to make searching the firm attrac-
tive to consumers. Instead of always providing an
intermediate discount (as in static pricing), the firm
could commit to provide the deep discount (to vl)
more frequently than would be optimal given the real-
ization of demand. In particular, with the discount-
frequently strategy the firm chooses to price at either
vl or vh (the two optimal prices ex post) but com-
mits to markdown to vl whenever potential demand
is �k/�f or lower and charge vh otherwise, where � ∈

6vl/vh117. This implies that the firm charges vl with
probability F 4�k/�f 5. Under this policy the firm does
not commit to limit its prices—the firm charges the
same prices as in the no-commitment strategy. Rather,
it commits to discount often and deeply, thereby
encouraging high-type consumers to search. The fol-
lowing lemma characterizes the fraction of high-type
consumers who search the firm under the discount-
frequently strategy.
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Lemma 3. With the discount-frequently strategy, the
fraction of high-type consumers who visit the firm in equi-
librium, �f , is unique. Furthermore, �f = 1 if

4vh − vl5
∫ �k

0
xf 4x5dx >�c3 (10)

otherwise, �f is implicitly defined by

4vh − vl5
∫ �k/�f

0
xf 4x5dx =�c0 (11)

The revenue function is

Rf 4�1�f 5 = vlkF 4�k/�f 5+�fvh

∫ k/�f

�k/�f

xf 4x5dx

+ vhkF̄ 4k/�f 50

If the firm chooses � = vl/vh, then it replicates the
no-commitment strategy. (Hence, discount frequently
cannot be worse than no commitment.) However,
if � > vl/vh1 then the firm discounts more fre-
quently than would be optimal to maximize rev-
enue conditional on realized demand (i.e., holding
�f fixed), which may entice enough high-type con-
sumers to visit to justify the cost of discounting even
though demand is high enough to keep the price
high. The next theorem characterizes the optimal dis-
count frequency, �∗, and the corresponding fraction
of high-type consumers who visit given that discount
frequency, �∗

f = �f 4�
∗5.

Theorem 1. Define k̂ implicitly as

4vh − vl5
∫ k̂

0
xf 4x5dx =�c0 (12)

With the discount-frequently strategy, let �∗ and �∗

f be
the optimal discount frequency and the resulting high-type
consumer search probability, respectively:

�∗
=











1 k≤ k̂1

k̂/k k̂<k≤ k̂vh/vl1

vl/vh k̂vh/vl<k3

�∗

f =











k/k̂ k≤ k̂1

1 k̂<k≤ k̂vh/vl1

1 k̂vh/vl<k0

According to Theorem 1, the actual probability of
a discount is F 4k̂5 when k ≤ k̂vh/vl (and F 4vlk/vh5
otherwise), which is exactly the same probability of
a discount with the no-commitment strategy. The
difference is that with discount frequently, the firm
enjoys higher demand (more high types choose to
search), precisely because the firm maintains frequent
discounts even with the higher demand. For exam-
ple, when k < k̂, the firm discounts whenever real-
ized high-type demand is less than capacity—the firm
charges the higher price, vh, only when it is able to
sell its entire capacity to high-type consumers. Con-
sequently, unlike with static pricing, the firm always

clears its entire inventory with the best discount-
frequently strategy. Hence, it could be named the
“everything must go” strategy.

The firm’s revenue function with the optimal
discount-frequently strategy is

R∗

f =



























































k4vlF 4k̂5+vhF̄ 4k̂55 k≤ k̂1

vlkF 4k̂5+vh

∫ k

k̂
xf 4x5dx+vhkF̄ 4k5

k̂<k<k̂vh/vl1

vlkF

(

vl

vh

k

)

+vh

∫ k

4vl/vh5k
xf 4x5dx+vhkF̄ 4k5

k̂vh/vl ≤k0

Our main result, reported in Theorem 2, is that dis-
count frequently is optimal for the firm considering
all possible policies. This is a strong motivation for
the use of the discount-frequently strategy. By offer-
ing discounts sufficiently often, and in some cases
when the firm’s short-term demand does not jus-
tify the discount, the firm provides the motivation
needed for consumers to visit, thereby increasing the
firm’s demand, which in turn leads to the maximum
revenue.

Theorem 2. The discount-frequently strategy maxi-
mizes the firm’s revenue.

Why is discount frequently optimal? Commitments
are made to make searching the firm more attractive
to consumers, but they are also costly to the firm.
Thus, the best commitment substantially improves the
attractiveness of the firm relative to its cost. Sup-
pose the firm observes that realized demand, x, equals
vlk/4vh�5. The firm is indifferent between charging
vh and selling �x units or charging vl and selling k
units. As the revenue function is flat at that point,
a slight increase in the demand level that triggers a
discount, say to vlk/4vh�5 + �, causes essentially no
loss in revenue, yet it generates an immediate ben-
efit in that it attracts more high-type customers to
visit. Thus, this slight distortion from the short-term
optimal causes little cost initially in terms of revenue
conditional on � but provides an immediate bene-
fit in that it strictly increases �1 the fraction of high
types that search. As the distortion increases, the cost
increases, but this distortion in the short-term deci-
sion provides the greatest benefit relative to its cost.
Cachon and Lariviere (2001) observe a similar find-
ing in the context of signaling capacity in a supply
chain—some signals are cheaper to make than others,
and the best signal distorts a decision near the “flat
area” of a maximum.
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Table 2 Parameter Values Used in the Numerical Study

Parameter Values

Demand distribution Gamma
� 1
� 80025 �1005 �1�1105�12 �9

vh 1
vl 8000510011001510021002510031004100510069
c 80001100021000510011001510021002510039
F 4k5 800110021003100410051006100710081009100999

5. Comparison of Strategies with
Fixed Capacity

Table 2 lists the parameters we use in a numerical
study to compare the pricing strategies discussed in
the previous section. To compare revenue, it is suf-
ficient to manipulate k, � , �c/vh, and vl/vh. Hence,
we fix the values of vh and � to 1. To represent dif-
ferent levels of demand uncertainty, with the gamma
distribution, the coefficient of variation ranges from
a low level of uncertainty (e.g., �/� = 0025) to a
high level of uncertainty (e.g., �/� = 2). The vl

and c parameters span the range 601vh7 while also
satisfying vl ≤ vh − c. There are 360 combinations
of these parameters. We choose capacity to corre-
spond to 10 different fractiles of the potential demand
distribution, k = 8F −1400151 0 0 0 1 F −14009959. This yields
a total of 3,600 scenarios. However, if capacity is
greater than vhk̂/vl, then the no-commitment and
discount-frequently strategies are both optimal. Thus,
we remove scenarios that have capacity above this
threshold, leaving 3,146 scenarios.

Figure 1 illustrates the revenue achieved with each
policy for a representative scenario and a wide range
of capacities. (The 99th percentile of capacity is
k = 406.) Although no commitment performs better
than static pricing for very large capacities, for most
reasonable capacities, static pricing performs best and

Figure 1 Comparison of Expected Revenue with Three Pricing
Strategies for One of the Considered Scenarios
(vh = 11 vl = 0011 c = 00251X ∼Gamma41115)
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quently
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0
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Static pricing

10

Figure 2 Revenue Ratios

Note. Diamond = average; the bottom, middle, and upper horizontal lines
correspond to the first quartile, median and third quartile, respectively; the
bottom and top points of the vertical lines are the minimum and the maxi-
mum, respectively.

potentially much better. Overall, the figure suggests
that the firm sacrifices a considerable amount of rev-
enue if it does not make a price commitment (i.e.,
no commitment performs poorly). Furthermore, some
types of commitments perform much better than oth-
ers (i.e., discount frequently is best). These specific
findings extend to our larger sample, as we discuss
next.

Figure 2 shows a box-plot of the revenue ratios of
the pricing strategies relative to the revenue obtained
from discount frequently. As observed in Figure 1,
the discount-frequently strategy performs substan-
tially better than no commitment or static pricing.
Though both schemes can approach the discount-
frequently strategy in some cases (with maximum
ratios of R∗

0/R
∗

f = 1 and R∗
s /R

∗

f = 99099%), in most
cases they perform poorly in comparison: the aver-
age R∗

0/R
∗

f ratio is 63.0% and the average R∗
s /R

∗

f ratio
is 88.3%.

The results in Figure 2 emphasize two points. First,
failing to make a price commitment can substantially
reduce a firm’s revenue. Second, it is important to
make the right price commitment. In particular, a
commitment to a static price is often better than no
commitment but not effective relative to discount fre-
quently. Hence, our results do not support a static-
pricing strategy. This runs counter to the results in the
literature that suggest a firm should, in some cases,
try to commit to either not discount, or not discount
deeply, or both (e.g., Besanko and Winston 1990, Aviv
and Pazgal 2008, and others). In those papers the
motivation for a static-pricing strategy is to mitigate
the negative consequences of consumers strategically
waiting for a price discount. As already mentioned,
that motivation is not present in our model, so our
results in no way contradict those findings. Instead,
our results provide a counterargument for the adop-
tion of static pricing. Specifically, we find that static
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pricing is not the best strategy for attracting con-
sumers to the firm when search is costly. Whether
it is best to adopt an aggressive discounting strat-
egy (as our model recommends) or to commit to not
offer discounts probably depends on the importance
of attracting consumers to search a firm relative to the
desire to prevent consumers from strategically tim-
ing their purchases. In the example of JC Penney, it
appears that JC Penney’s decision to limit promotions
prevented consumers from even visiting their stores,
and the negative effect of this loss in demand was
larger than the benefit of preventing consumers from
waiting for sales.

Although discount frequently maximizes expected
profit over all strategies assuming the firm adheres
to its commitment, in the short-term period the firm
may have an incentive (depending on the demand
realization) to deviate from its commitment by charg-
ing the higher price rather than a discount. To be
specific, based on (5), let R04�f 5, be the firm’s max-
imum expected revenue conditional that consumers
choose �f as their visit strategy. Hence, deviating
from the discount-frequently strategy can increase the
firm’s expected revenue by R04�f 5 − R∗

f ≥ 0. If the
firm and consumers indeed interacted over only a
single period, then the discount-frequently commit-
ment would not be credible. However, in the settings
we consider (e.g., a department store), the firm is
likely to interact with consumers over multiple peri-
ods, each of which is like our short-term period. In
such case, the commitment to follow the discount-
frequently strategy could be credible if consumers
implement a trigger strategy that penalizes the firm
for deviating. With a trigger strategy, consumers fol-
low the discount-frequently equilibrium until they
detect a deviation, at which point they switch to the
no-commitment equilibrium in all subsequent peri-
ods. If the trigger is implemented, the firm’s revenue
loss in each period is R∗

f −R∗
0 ≥ 0. Thus, the discount-

frequently strategy is credible if the profit from devi-
ation, R04�f 5−R∗

f , is less than the discounted future
loss of revenue. To determine if this is likely, we eval-
uate the ratio of the short-term gain from deviation
to the single-period loss from detection:

R04�f 5−R∗

f

R∗

f −R∗
0

0

On average, in our sample, this ratio is 0.51 and in
90% of the scenarios the ratio is 1.0 or lower—on
average the gain in a single-period deviation from
discount frequently is only 51% of the loss that is
incurred in each period after the trigger is activated.
Unless the firm heavily discounts future revenue, the
short-term gain is unlikely to be justified by the loss
of future revenue, suggesting that discount frequently
can be credible.

The credibility of any pricing strategy also hinges
on the ability of consumers to detect a deviation. This
cannot be achieved with a single period, but it can be
achieved with several periods. As the required length
of the detection period increases, the benefit to the
firm from a deviation increases—R04�f 5−R∗

f is earned
over multiple periods. Nevertheless, given that the
single-period benefit is generally less than even a sin-
gle period of loss, credibility can be achieved as long
as the firm cares enough about future revenue. See
Radnor (1986) and Abreu et al. (1990) for detailed
studies of repeated games with imperfect monitoring.
(This issue is also relevant in papers, such as Liu and
van Ryzin 2008, that assume a firm can credibly com-
mit to a fill rate in future periods.)

6. Comparison of Strategies with
Capacity Investment

In this section we determine the optimal capacity
decisions under each of the pricing strategies and
compare these capacity investments to a “myopic”
benchmark that assumes all high types always search,
i.e., � = 1 for sure. The next theorem characterizes the
optimal capacity levels under the different policies.

Theorem 3. Let ck be the marginal cost of capacity.
Then we have the following:

1. Myopic benchmark: The optimal capacity, km, is given
implicitly by vhF̄ 4k5+ vlF 4vlk/vh5= ck.

2. No commitment: If ck < c0
k = vl + vl4S4vhk̂/vl5 −

S4k̂55/k̂, then the optimal capacity is k0 = max8vhk̂/vl1
km90 Otherwise, k0 = 00

3. Static pricing: If ck < csk = vhF̄ 4k̃5, then the optimal
capacity, ks , is given implicitly by F̄ 4k5 = ck/vh0 Other-
wise, ks = 0.

4. Discount frequently: If ck < c
f

k = vl + 4vh − vl5F̄ 4k̂5,
then the optimal capacity is kf = max8k′′1 km9, where k′′

is given implicitly by vhF̄ 4k
′′5 + vlF 4k̂5 = ck. Otherwise,

kf = 0.

Theorem 4. Assume ck < c
f

k . The following statements
hold:

1. ks < km ≤ kf 0

2. Let ck = vlF 4k̂5+ vhF̄ 4vhk̂/vl5. If ck ≤ ck, then km =

ko = kf . If ck < ck ≤ c0
k , then kf < k0.

To compare the performance of the pricing strate-
gies when capacity can be selected, we again con-
sidered the 360 parameter combinations detailed in
Table 2 (excluding k). Since ck ∈ 4vl1 c

f

k 5 is the inter-
esting range for capacity costs (capacity levels greater
than c

f

k result in zero profit for any policy), for each
parameter combination we select five evenly dis-
tributed values from this range, i.e., c4i5k = vl + i4c

f

k −

vl5/6, i = 11 0 0 0 15. This yields 1,800 scenarios. Table 3
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Table 3 Optimal Capacity Levels Relative to the Myopic Consumers
Optimal Capacity

k0/km ks/km kf/km

No. of observations with k > 0 662 1,254 1,800
Average 1090 0089 1024
SD 0077 0017 0030
Minimum 10000 0008 1000
First quartile 1022 0084 1003
Median 1079 0098 1013
Third quartile 2043 1000 1033
Maximum 4025 1000 2094

Note. All statistics apply only in the scenarios in which it is profitable to invest
in capacity, i.e., k > 0.

summarizes the ratios of the optimal capacity relative
to the optimal capacity with myopic consumers.

Table 3 demonstrates that the capacity investment
under no commitment can be large (e.g., on average
k0/km = 1090). As in Dana and Petruzzi (2001), when
the firm does not make a price commitment, then it
can attract strategic consumers only by over investing
in capacity. However, this can be inefficient, and in
only a minority of scenarios (662 out of 1,800 scenar-
ios) is the no-commitment strategy able to earn a posi-
tive profit. Static pricing performs better and of course
discount frequently performs the best—because it is
optimal, it yields a positive profit in all 1,800 scenar-
ios. Relative to the myopic benchmark capacity, dis-
count frequently invests in more capacity, 23.8% more
on average. This “overinvestment” helps to attract
consumers, because it provides additional availability
and reduces the distortion needed in the frequency of
discounts to attract the high-type consumers. How-
ever, discount frequently invests in far less capacity
than the no-commitment strategy (assuming it is prof-
itable to invest in capacity with no-commitment).

Figure 3 reports on the profits earned by each strat-
egy relative to the discount-frequently strategy. We
denote the optimal profit under each scheme by ç∗

i =

Ri − ckki i = 8f 1 s109 and consider all 1,800 scenar-
ios. Figure 3 confirms that when the firm has the
flexibility to choose both its pricing strategy and its
capacity, discount frequently outperforms the others,
often by a large margin. In particular, overinvesting in
capacity without a price commitment is not an effec-
tive strategy—it earns on average only 25% of what
can be earned with discount frequently. Static-pricing
also struggles—it earns on average only 48% of the
optimal profit. Overall, the option to choose capacity
accentuates the importance of making a price commit-
ment and in particular, the correct price commitment.

As with a fixed capacity, we investigate the firm’s
short-term incentive to deviate from discount fre-
quently. Let ç̂f be the single-period profit the firm
earns if it deviates from discount frequently even

Figure 3 Optimal Profit Ratios Considering All 360 Scenarios

though consumers play the discount frequently equi-
librium. On average the ratio of the short-term gain
relative to the potential single-period loss of profit,

ç̂f −ç∗

f

ç∗

f −ç∗
0
1

is 0.76. This is higher than in the fixed capacity sample
(0.51) but still suggests that the gain from deviating is
potentially considerably lower than the loss in future
discounted profit. Table 4 reveals that the consumer’s
search cost and the cost of capacity strongly influence
this average. When search is not costly (first three
rows), the short-term gain from deviating is small
compared to the potential long-run loss in profit, and
in some cases very small (upper left corner). Given
the low search cost in these scenarios, one might
assume that discount frequently does not provide
much of an advantage relative to no commitment. But
Table 5 reveals that even with low search costs, fail-
ing to make a price commitment reduces profit by
a substantial amount (between 18%–100%). Table 4
also indicates that there are conditions in which cred-
ibility might be harder to achieve—when search is

Table 4 Average Ratio of Short-Term Profit Gain, ç̂f −ç∗

f , to
Long-Run Per Period Profit Loss, ç∗

f −ç0, as a Function of
the Search Cost, c, and the Cost of Capacity, c4i5k

c
4i5

k = vl + i4cfk − vl 5/6

c i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5

0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.14 0.23
0.02 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.35
0.05 0.11 0.20 0.22 0.30 0.70
0.10 0.28 0.28 0.34 0.53 1.28
0.15 0.35 0.37 0.48 0.9 1.89
0.20 0.44 0.48 0.66 1.10 2.56
0.25 0.54 0.63 0.87 1.48 3.35
0.30 0.68 0.81 1.16 1.95 4.33
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Table 5 Average Ratio of No-Commitment Profit, ç∗

0, to
Discount-Frequently Profit, ç∗

f

c
4i5

k = vl + i4cfk − vl 5/6

c i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5

0.01 0.82 0.73 0.61 0.43 0.14
0.02 0.77 0.65 0.51 0.30 0.06
0.05 0.67 0.51 0.32 0.13 0.00
0.10 0.54 0.35 0.07 0.04 0.00
0.15 0.44 0.24 0.10 0.01 0.00
0.20 0.35 0.17 0.05 0.00 0.00
0.25 0.28 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.00
0.30 0.22 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00

costly and capacity is expensive (lower right corner),
the gain from a deviation is a reasonable amount
of the potential loss (up to 4.33 periods). In these
cases, credibility requires the firm to be sufficiently
farsighted (which remains possible, just harder). Nev-
ertheless, in these cases the firm’s bigger problem is
that the product is barely profitable (and generally not
profitable with the no-commitment strategy). Overall,
even when the firm can choose its capacity, the firm
loses a substantial amount of profit if it either chooses
not to make a commitment or if it loses the credibility
of its commitment.

7. Conclusion
Firms that do not make a price commitment can opti-
mally select a price to respond to available demand
information to maximize revenue. This is the best
pricing strategy for the firm if consumers are not
strategic. However, with strategic consumers, even
though price commitments are costly to the firm in
the short term, they are useful for attracting demand.

With fixed capacity, we show that a firm can do
much better by committing to static pricing relative to
no price commitment, despite the fact that the com-
mitment reduces the firm’s ability to match supply
with demand. However, static pricing is not the best
price commitment strategy. Discount frequently is the
optimal strategy, and it performs substantially better
than the other strategies we study. Thus, while it has
been suggested that a static-pricing strategy can mit-
igate the negative effects of consumers strategically
waiting for end-of-season discounts, we do not rec-
ommend that strategy when it is important to attract
consumers to the firm (due to search costs).

When the firm can choose capacity, we show that
a firm without a price commitment overinvests in
capacity to attract consumers and earns substantially
lower profit, if it can even earn a profit. As with fixed
capacity, the discount-frequently strategy is optimal
and much better than the other policies.

According to our model, adopting a “simplified
pricing policy” or curtailing discounts, as done by

JC Penney in 2012 (Clifford and Rampell 2013), can
backfire considerably. Thus, we conclude that in the
presence of strategic consumers and search costs, (i)
price commitments are generally necessary; (ii) the
right commitment is discount frequently—the firm
should give consumers a deep discount even if doing
so lowers revenue conditional on demand because the
higher frequency of discounts attracts consumers to
the firm; and (iii) the firm should not exclusively use
excess capacity as a tool to attract consumers.

Our results theoretically justify the implementation
of a discount-frequently strategy. Additional work
could seek to determine if firms currently utilize
some form of discount frequently and if discount fre-
quently is better in practice than alternatives. A firm
could be said to be using discount frequently if they
choose deeper discounts than would be optimal given
existing inventory and current unbiased estimates of
demand. Although not definitive, further evidence
could be provided via surveys and interviews with
managers—managers may intuitively be using a strat-
egy like discount frequently if they say they are will-
ing to provide discounts at the expense of short-term
profits to avoid losing their long-term reputation for
offering “good deals” or “competitive prices.” Finally,
JC Penney’s experience provides some support for
the effectiveness of discount frequently, but addi-
tional, controlled experiments would offer more direct
evidence.
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